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Keep Japanese Culture Alive
1932 Olympian Baron Nishi’s legacy becomes
a symbolic gesture leading to Tokyo Olympics 2020 + 1
Returning a riding crop of 1932
Olympian Baron Takeichi Nishi
from Los Angeles to Japan was
realized by efforts of people in
U.S. and Japan and the video
announcement of the Baron
Nishi’s event became available
for the public to view on July 1,
at https://youtu.be/nGMKml9ecI
The video featuring a special
story linking Japan and the City
of Los Angeles uncovering a
treasure of Olympic history was
presented by the LA 84 Foundation with cooperation with
the Consulate General of Japan in Los Angeles.

Just a little over a decade later as a Japanese
Army officer, he died in the Battle of Iwo Jima in
1945, as was recounted in Clint Eastwood’s film
“Letters from Iwo Jima.”

The video was recorded on June 3 at the LA84
Foundation in Los Angeles, and moderated by
ABC7 Anchor David Ono featuring actor &
producer Masi Oka, President & CEO of the LA84 In 1964, the Helms Athletic Foundation was gifted
Foundation Renata Simril, and Consul General of Baron Nishi’s riding crop by his widow. It was
transferred to the LA84 Foundation when the
Japan in Los Angeles Akira Muto.
Helms collection was acquired by the LA84
following the 1984 Olympic Games, and remains
In 1932 at the Los Angeles Olympics, Baron
in its collection today.
Takeichi Nishi became the first and only
Japanese to win a gold medal in equestrian in
Olympic history.

After the research initiated by Masi Oka for
a few years, the LA84 Foundation has decided to
gift this special riding crop to the descendants of
Olympian Baron Nishi.

He was beloved by the local Southern California
community – a friend of Hollywood luminaries
such as Charlie Chaplain and Douglas Fairbanks
Included in the video announcement of the gifting
– and the pride of the growing Japanese
are special messages from the great-grandson of
American community at the time.
Continuing to Page 2
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from Japan’s Equestrian Federation, and Mr.
Baron Nishi, Mitsuhiko Nishi, local officials includ- Anzai from Japan’s Sports Agency respectively
ing Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, Los Angeles reached out the Nishi family.
County Supervisors Janice
Hahn and Holly Mitchell,
The driving force of returning
Los Angeles City Councilthe riding crop was Japanman Mark Ridley-Thomas,
born actor and producer
and screenwriter Iris YamMasi Oka in Los Angele.
ashita of “Letters from Iwo
“Masi Oka was trying to get
Jima.”
contact to see if the riding
crop should be returned to
The riding crop was what
Japan as a symbolic gesture
Baron Nishi used throughleading to the 2020 Tokyo
out his time at the First
Olympics. Importantly to be
Calvary Regiment and his
the uniting power of the
practices leading to 1932
Olympics across national
Los Angeles Olympic.
barriers and also its ability to
cross the spectrum of time to
unite people of different
When the 1964 Tokyo
generations.” say Mitsuhiko
Olympics was held, Baron
Nishi. “I look forward to
Nishi’s widow Takeko
witnessing with my own eyes
donated Nishi’s riding crop
the riding crop as it returns
to the Helms Athletic
to Japan.”
Foundation in Los Angeles
as “Takeko believed it
would have been
Olympic Games were
Takeichi’s spirits wish to
completely canceled once
make that a gesture to the
during World War I and twice
city he loved and the
Baron Takeichi Nishi with his horse Uranus (Courtesy during World War II.
memories he brought back” of the Consulate General of Japan in Los Angeles)
says Mitsuhiko Nishi, great
Iris Yamashita, screenwriter
grandson of Baron Takeichi Nishi.
of Letters from Iwo Jima says “Often in war
movies, we’ve seen American enemy were
But those transaction was lost in Nishi family’s
portrayed as faceless characters. But given the
memory until August 2019 when Mr. Aoyama

Continuing to Page 3

Archives of Fun Companies in Japan
To express their appreciation for all supports to recover the damages of the 2011
Eastern Japan Earthquake and Tsunami disasters, in July 2014 volunteers of the
Sendai City Fire Department performed the dance of “Koisuru Fortune Cookies” with
the music of AKB 48. Let’s dance with Sendai at https://youtu.be/-OlwIrzcHmc
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task of telling the Japanese perspective of the
Battle of Iwo Jima, I was looking for the human
stories that all audiences
could understand and identify with. When I stumbled
across the story of Baron
Takeichi Nishi I knew I had
found the embodiment of a
brilliant life for whom anyone would be able to sense
the feeling of tragic loss.”
Baron Nishi was not only an
Olympic Gold Medalist who
had competed in Los
Angeles, but also a virtual
rock star who had been
befriended with actors and
actresses of the day including Charlie Chaplin, Mary
Pickford, and Douglas
Fairbanks.

In the fact, there was another Olympian named
Tatsugo Kawaishi who also died in Iwo Jima. Like
Baron Nishi, Kawaishi had competed in the Los
Angeles Olympics of 1932 and received a silver in
the 100-meter freestyle
swimming event.
For Japan, it was a difficult
decision to postpone the
2020 Tokyo Olympics last
year. Consul General
Muto says “But now we
are focused on delivering
safe and secure games,
and keeping COVID safety
on top. Especially Prime
Minister Suga determined
to carry out the Olympics
in the hope that Tokyo
2020 would be a light of
hope for people all over
the world.”

For Japan, Tokyo 2020
will be featuring the recovIt was rumored that Nishi
ery of the 2011 Great
had tried to help a wounded
Eastern Japan Earthquake
U.S. Marine by using scarce
and Tsunami disasters as
medical supplies in the
well as the resilience of
Battle of Iwo Jima. It had
the people in the Tohoku
been written that American
regions. That is why the
Baron Takeichi Nishi, left, and Hollywood star Douglas torch relay began from
Marines who knew of his
onboard the Chichibu-maru sailing from Los
gold medal fame broadcast Fairbanks
Fukushima Prefecture on
Angeles to Tokyo. (Courtesy of the Consulate General of
appeals to Baron Nishi daily Japan in Los Angeles)
March 25, making all its
asking for his surrender,
way through Japan until
although there was never a response.
the final destination of the opening ceremony on
July 23 at the National Stadium in Tokyo.
Weekly Cultural News is an alternative publication for Monthly Cultural News which we had
to stop publishing in April 2020 due to COVID-19 pandemic.
Shige Higashi, Cultural News Editor
higashi@culturalnews.com (213) 819-4100
328 1/4 South Alexandria Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90020-2673
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Japanese Percussion Lesson #55:

Narimono for Yamatogaku song “TANABATA”
By Mariko Watabe
There are dance videos and shamisen videos.
But KABUKI HAYASHI (Japanese percussion)
videos are rarely found or discussed especially
in English or with English subtitles.
I have decided to make them as I believe this art
is too precious to be hidden or lost. With the
guidance of Master Katada Shinjuro, I am trying
to uncover the world of HAYASHI by producing
YouTube videos in Japanese language with
English subtitles.

the third scene of the song depicting a story in
which Vega and Altair meet once a year across
the Milky Way. At the end, the song returns to
To view the previous videos from #01 to #54,
the scene where people on earth are putting their
visit Tsuzumibito Chanel at YouTube
wishes onto the bamboo trees and praying to the
Ohayashi Juku (Kabuki Series) #55 “TANABATA” stars.
https://youtu.be/bdFuGoeVen0 Is the third song With this video, the instrument called “orugoru” is
of Narimono for Yamatogaku.
introduced. The song is modern but utilizes
classic song structure as well as the use of
This video introduces the bright and refreshing
song, Tanabata (The Star Festival), and its nari- classical instruments and classic methods to
mono. The song premiered in 1984 as the second make this an elegant song. Please enjoy.
scene, “Summer” of the play, “Furyu Naniwa
Mariko Watabe has been introducing Kabuki
Goyomi” (The Elegant Seasons in Osaka). It is
dance and music to American audiences
the very beautiful song which depicts a place in
nationwide for over 40 years.
our galaxy, and is about a couple meeting once a
year across the Milky Way.
She goes by her stage names such as; Kimisen
Katada for Hayashi, Kyosho Yamato for
The music, the delicate koto and the superb
narimono arrangements help bring people to the Yamatogaku, Kichitoji Kineya for Nagauta; and
world of the stars.
Marifuji Bando for dance.
The Tanabata festival is introduced in the first and She is currently living in Los Angeles area. Her
second parts of the song, where people write
activities and performances are found at
wishes on strips of paper and make origami
http://fujijapanesemusic.org
ornaments to hang on bamboo trees. It leads to

Weekly Cultural News
Only comprehensive source of Japanese Culture in Southern California
Subscription for $36 per four months
https://www.culturalnews.com/subscription
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Uyehara Travel
Okinawa Tour in 2022
Uyehara Travel provides the 7th
Worldwide Uchinanchu Festival
tour from Oct. 28—Nov. 5, 2022
from Los Angeles.
Tour Fee: $2,800 + fuel surcharge,
tax per person in twin room. $400
surcharge for single room use.

Early Bird Special: $2,600
by Oct. 31, 2021 .
Full price refund guaranteed by Feb. 28,
2022. $300 deposit required upon
reservation.

The Worldwide Uchinanchu Festival has
been held in Naha, Okinawa since 1990 to
honor the achievements of Okinawan people
from all over the world.
The 7th Festival originally planed in 2021
has been postponed to 2022 due to COVID-19
pandemic.
The 7th Festival will start the eve event on
Oct. 30, and the main festival will be held
from Oct. 31 through Nov. 3, 2022. In 2022,

many events also will be prepared for the
50th anniversary of Okinawa Reversion from
the U.S. Uyehara Travel also provides airline
ticket arrangements for deviating plans.

Uyehara Travel
(213) 680-2499
Email: Tamiko_uyehara@yahoo.co.jp
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Shoseian: Teahouse in Glendale, California
Shoseian, built in 1974 through
combined efforts of the Sister
Cities of Glendale and HigashiOsaka, Japan is one of the few
traditional Japanese Teahouses
open to the public in the United
States.
Spearheaded by Mrs. Otto
Neufeld, local Glendale educator
and prominent citizen, the Teahouse represents the spirit of
goodwill, lasting peace and friendship between the people of Japan
and the United States. Given the
name “Shoseian” or “Whispering
Pines Teahouse” by the Fifteenth
Grand Tea Master of the Urasenke School of Tea in Japan, the
Teahouse is designated an official
Tearoom.
Dr. Yamazaki of Higashi-Osaka provided initial
support for the Teahouse and Gardens. The
original Teahouse design was by architect
Hayahiko Takase. A unique blending of western
and eastern design, the Teahouse is an apt
expression of the spirit of cross-cultural
community.
Through recent cooperative efforts by the City of
Glendale, Friends of Shoseian and the Japan
Foundation, the Teahouse interior has been
completely renovated.
It has been designated as a Landmark Building
by the Glendale Historical Society. Nestled at the
foot of the Verdugo Mountains beside a koi pond
in a charming Japanese-style garden setting, the
Teahouse is in a unique position to outreach to
the community of Glendale and greater Los
Angeles.
Today, once again, the community can enjoy this
cultural treasure and let the “Whispering Pines”
speak to us of friendship and goodwill

18 July (Sunday), Tea & Martial Arts
First Tea of the Year
Sunday, July 18, 11 AM – 3 PM
11 am – First Tea Seating
$20 fee per person / Pre-registration required –
Masks required indoors
12-12:30 pm - Japanese Stick Fighting
Demonstration in the Japanese Friendship
Garden
1 pm – Second Tea Seating
$20 fee per person / Pre-registration required –
Masks required indoors
Limited seating for tea - $20 per person
Pre-registration required by July 15.
Tea ceremonies are participatory demonstrations
by volunteer students and practitioners of
“Chanoyu” local to the area. As a guest, you will
receive a traditional sweet and a bowl of tea to
drink.
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Japanese Friendship Garden of San Diego
The Japanese Friendship Garden of San
Diego opened to the public in 1991 and is an
expression of friendship between San Diego
and its sister city, Yokohama.

The garden is inspired from centuries-old
Japanese design and techniques that showcase the Japanese Friendship Garden’s living
exhibition comprised of plants and florae
native to Japan and San Diego. The second
phase opened in 1999 and was designed by
renowned landscape architect Takeo Uesugi,
which included the addition of the Exhibit Hall,
Activity Center, and Upper Koi Pond.
The third phase, completed in 2015, incorporated Tanabata
a 200-cherry tree grove, large azalea and
Wednesday, July 7 and
camellia garden, a water feature reminiscent of
Sunday, July 11
the San Diego watershed, and the state of the art
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Inamori Pavilion.
Originating from Chinese folklore, Tanabata is a
holiday that celebrates the meeting of Orihime
Today, the Japanese Friendship Garden resides
and Hikoboshi! Separated by the Milky Way, the
on 12 acres and fosters a relationship between
stars Orihime and Hikoboshi are able to meet
humans and nature, providing a respite attuned
once per year on the seventh day of the seventh
to Japanese simplicity, serenity, and
month. JFG partners with the Minatomo Japaaestheticism.
nese Community to celebrate Tanabata in San
Diego! Guests of all ages are invited to enjoy the
The Japanese Friendship Garden is an accreditsummer sun and partake in the Tanabata
ed museum that offers a variety of educational
celebration.
programs, exhibits, and cultural festivals to
enhance appreciation and understanding of
This year’s festival will be full of kid-friendly fun,
Japanese culture. Over 240,000 visitors from the
such as games, bon dances, crafts and food ! For
United States and internationally attend the
questions, please call (619) 232- 2721.
garden annually.
The mission of the Japanese Friendship Garden
Society of San Diego is to develop a traditional
Japanese garden as a center to educate,
engage, and inspire people of diverse backgrounds about Japanese culture and community
legacy.

Exhibit Hall: April 30-July 25, Tape Art—
Chiho Harazaki

Wednesday, July 7 Schedule : 10AM Garden &
Booths Open: 12PM Bon Dance Activity #1: 1PM
Bon Dance Activity #2: 5PM All Booths Close:
6PM Last Admission to Garden
Sunday, July 11 Schedule : 10AM Garden &
Booths Open: 2PM Bon Dance Activity: 3PM
Noriko’s Bon Dance Joined by Special Guests:
5PM All Booths Close: 6PM Last Admission to
Garden
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Japanese Friendship Garden
of Phoenix, Arizona
The Japanese Friendship Garden, named
RoHoEn, is a joint project of the City of Phoenix
and Phoenix’s Sister City Himeji, Japan.
Himeji Mayor, Matsuji Totani proposed the
garden in 1987 to cement the bonds of friendship
between Japan and the United States and
particularly between the peoples of Himeji and
Phoenix.

gifts from the City of Himeji and its citizens.

Tanabata Week (July 5-10)
Come to the Garden during the normal operating
hours to write your wish on a Tanzaku (paper
decoration) and tie it to bamboo to participate in
this cultural tradition.

The Himeji Gardening and Construction
Contractors Association was formed for the
specific purpose of designing and constructing
the Garden. In the ensuing years, the group has
made dozens of visits to select the site,
investigate soil and climactic conditions,
determine suitable plantings, select rock, and
oversee construction details.

July 5, Virtual Tanabata Story - Kamishibai
July 6, Virtual Tanabata Song - Tanabata-Sama
July 7, Virtual Tanabata Craft - Tanzaku & Koyori
July 8, Virtual Tanabata Craft - Tanabata Decoration

The teahouse and surrounding tea garden were
completed in November 1996, the 20th
anniversary of our Sister City relationship.

Tanabata (Star Festival) Origami Decorations:
Summer Kids Crafts

The project features a stroll garden, tea garden,
a stone garden, and a courtyard garden. All of
the decorative features that you see in the
garden and the hundreds of thousands of hours
required to design and guide its construction are

Join the activity to create beautiful origami
decorations such as star, crane, lantern etc. All
materials Origami paper and a mini bamboo tree
will be provided. To celebrate this story, people
in Japan write their own wishes on colored paper
and typically tie them to bamboo trees.

In Person Activity: Tanabata - Make A Wish Day!
July 9 & July 10, 8:30am – 10:30am

